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Hall of 
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Message from the President

“Invest in Education for the Concrete-Built Environment”
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THE LIFETIME
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John Brunetti

The Concrete Industry Foundation Inaugural Dinner is an 
event of distinction showcasing our leaders—past, present and 
future.

We will honor legends who are involved in education and 
giving back to our industry. Joseph Mizzi is a humanitarian and 
a philanthropist with numerous successes that you see from his 
profile in the journal. Tommy Ruttura is a legend in our indus-
try who brings a real vision to the future of our industry. Their 
involvement in education and our industry is exemplary. Their 
profiles will give you the pulse of their accomplishments.

We also are honored to memorialize Jack Brunetti post-
humously, an icon in the concrete industry for 75 years. I was 
privileged to offer him the Lifetime Achievement Award one 
week before his passing, and he was so proud and thankful. 
There will never be another Jack Brunetti. 

Our dinner theme is “Shaping the Concrete Industry for 
Tomorrow’s Leaders” and this year, the CIF Scholarship Pro-
gram is awarding 10 scholarships and one grant. The recipients 
are exceptional students from prestigious schools of engineer-
ing, architecture and technical colleges in the New York met-

ropolitan area. The CIF is supporting The Urban Assembly, with a grant. The Urban Assembly 
is dedicated to empowering underserved youth by creating schools and changing the future of 
many of tomorrow’s leaders.

I am proud to report that our financial statement reflects a balance of $700,000. Thank you 
for your continued support. Since 1993, we have awarded 146 scholarships and 14 grants for 
$2,000 each, for a total of $320,000 in scholarships and grants.

The journal is memorializing Jim Halpin, a founder of the CIF and former chairman, my 
mentor, a legend in our industry and my friend. I will never forget his passion and total support 
for our industry. We also are memorializing Ira Levy, a past recipient of the James Anderson 
Distinguished Service Award and the CIB Leader of Industry Award. Ira, an executive vice 
president at AECOM, was a great organizer with  national and international signature projects. 
We have lost another giant in our industry. I feel so privileged to be able to showcase these great 
individuals who have contributed so much to our industry’s successes.

In this journal, you’ll read about the Lee Principe Internship Program, with interns at Engi-
neered Devices Corporation, DeSimone Consulting Engineers and Future Tech Consultants. We 
want to continue Lee’s dream by offering even more opportunities for tomorrow’s leaders.

You’ll also be able to review the final research report on Slender Structural Concrete Col-
umns. Professor Robert Frosch, associate dean of engineering at Purdue University, presented 
the exciting results of the research to the industry at a Concrete Industry Board seminar on 
March 30. The presentation was well received, and a DVD is available for anyone interested.

Scholarships for tomorrow’s Leaders, Research, and Internship are the cornerstones of the 
Concrete Industry Foundation. Please consider investing in education (see page 46). We truly 
appreciate your support.

Carmine Attanasio
President, Concrete Industry Foundation
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About the Concrete Industry Foundation, Inc.

Mission 
Statement

Officers
and

Directors

“To ensure funding for education and research

to foster and expand an enduring

concrete-built environment.”

Make your commitment. Invest in education for the concrete-built 
environment by filling out the form on page 46 of this report.

OFFICERS

Carmine F. Attanasio
President

Jerry Parnes
Vice President

Stephen Marchese 
Treasurer

Nicholas Grecco 
Secretary

DIRECTORS

Casimir Bognacki
Lynn P. Carroll

Vincent J. DeSimone
Reginald D. Hough

Antonio S. Limbardo
Francis J. Lombardi

Mike Mota

The Concrete Industry Foundation (CIF), Inc., now in its 23rd year, was originally 
established in 1993, became a foundation in 2005 and continues as an independent and 
freestanding 501(c)3 foundation. The CIF is dedicated to education that contributes to the 
concrete-built environment. Its work is supported by contributions from the design and 
construction industry. Significantly contributions come from those leaders involved in the 
many phases of concrete design and production.

   The CIF traditionally presents two annual industry recognition awards to acknowl-
edge the leadership roles taken by individual members of our community that further our 
industry through continuing education. The CIF Humanitarian Medal is presented “for 
dedication to the industry, community, and society (resulting) in outstanding benefit to 
future generations.” The James Anderson Distinguished Service Award for Education is 
awarded “to acknowledge exceptional service to the education of future members of our 
industry.”

   In addition, the Concrete Industry Foundation has established and continues 
to support an annual grant for union apprentice programs. This is done on a rotational 
schedule for all trades that have a direct association with concrete construction. The CIF 
affirms its support of the trade unions’ apprentice programs and readily acknowledges 
that a high level of training is a most important vehicle in supplying our industry with 
trained craftspersons. These grants recognize one of labor’s significant contributions both 
to education and to the industry.

   The Concrete Industry Foundation is built on the concept of Volunteerism. It has 
no paid staff. It is a totally volunteer effort involving the considerable and diverse talents 
of dedicated senior professionals.  They all share a common bond: a desire to aid future 
generations of bright, talented, motivated, and equally dedicated future leaders. Since 
1996, when CIF awarded its first scholarships, each award has been funded and continues 
to be funded without touching the foundation’s inviolate principal. While always looking 
ahead, the Concrete Industry Foundation’s focus is also on the student experience today.

   As an example of this focus, two major initiatives were launched in 2012. The first 
is the funding of research to advance the medium of concrete as the modality of choice in 
construction.

   The second is a program for student referrals, which had its beginnings in a goal 
clearly stated by the late industry leader, Lee Principe, of creating hands-on experience 
for young persons.
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CIF Sponsors & Supporters

NOTE: These are the 2015 sponsors. 
The sponsors for the 2016 dinner 
were not complete as of presstime.

UNDERWRITERS
($25,000 or more) 
Cement League Advancement Fund 
Concrete Industry Board 
Dennis, Donald, Joanne & Kathleen
 in honor of Joseph DePaola 
Vincent J. DeSimone
 in memory of Dominick
 & Josephine DeSimone 
Engineered Devices Corp.,
 Antonio S. Limbardo 
Alfred G. Gerosa 
James E. Halpin
Francis J. Principe (Estate) 
Lee J. Principe (Estate) 
The Principe Family in memory
 of Virginia Anne Principe 
Thornton Tomasetti, Inc., in 
 memory of Abe Gutman

MEMORIAL TRIBUTES
($15,000+*) 
Friends of Jim Anderson 
Friends of Gus Erlemann 
Friends of Ray Heun 
Friends of Jack Weber 
(*Total of all contributions in an
individual’s memory)
 
BENEFACTORS
(10,000 to $24,999) 
Charles DeBenedittis
DeSimone Consulting Engineers
Jenna Concrete Corp.
James E. Halpin 

PATRONS
($5,000 to $9,999) 
AECOM 
Cement League Advancement Fund
Engineered Devices Corp.
Metallic Lathers Union – Local 46 
Thornton Tomasetti, Inc. 

SPONSORS
($1,000 to $4,999) 
AECOM
A L Carr Agency, Inc.
Albanese Organization 
Alliant Insurance
All Island Testing 

Vera Anderson 
Atlantic Crane
Carmine F. Attanasio 
Concrete Industry Board
BASF Master Builders
Best Concrete Mix Corp. 
Bovis Lend Lease LMB 
B P Precise
J. Brunetti / The Cement League
Cape Advisors Inc. 
CB Ellis 
Irwin G. Cantor
Lynn P. Carroll 
Cement & Concrete Workers
 District Council 
CFS Steel Corp. 
Edward Cohen
Montroy Anderson DeMarco
DFP Associates
Ferrara Bros. Building 
 Materials Corp. 
Samuel C. Florman
Gramercy Group, Inc.
Pei Cobb Freed
Frank Phelan DIC Concrete Corp.
Friedmutter Group 
Gilsanz Murray Steficek, LLP
Joseph D. Goldreich 
Greco Bros. 
HAKS
Hayward Baker, Inc.
Mr. & Mrs. Jacob Herz 
Reginald D. Hough, FAIA 
Intl. Operating Engineers Local 14
Intl. Operating Engineers
 Local 138
Intl. Operating Engineers Local 282
Intl. Union of Operating Engineers 
Judlau Contracting Inc. 
Kreisler Borg Florman General
 Construction Co. 
Laborers Local 66
Langan Engineering
 & Environmental Services 
Millennium Partners 
NYC Concrete Promotional Council 
NYC Dist. Council of Carpenters 
NYCON Supply 
Peter Scalamandre & Sons
laza Construction Corp. 
Posillico
The Principe Family
Railworks
Restor Technologies
RFR Realty LLC 

R J Industries
Ruttura & Sons Constr. Corp. 
Edward L. Ryan 
Safety & Quality Plus
 Construction Corp.
Skanska USA Civil Northeast 
SLCE Architects LLP
STV 
Richard L. Tomasetti
Tishman AECOM
Tishman Speyer Properties, LP
Turner Construction Co. 
Ernest E. Trolio 
Urban Residential 
Waterford Group/Kerzner
International/Trading Cove
 Associates 

CONTRIBUTORS
($500 to $999) 
Robert & Janet Adamski 
AB&T Engineers 
Barker Steel
Certified Testing Labs 
Sing L. Chu 
Future Tech Consultants 
GACE Consulting Engineers
Joseph Gleich 
Michael Graves Associates 
Ann Hardeman 
IBEX 
Jani Real Estate 
Landair Project Resources Inc.
Francis J. Lombardi 
Moretrench
Ed Ries 
Riverso Associates, Inc.
Rosenwasser/Grossman 
Ysrael A. Seinuk 
Ava Shypula 
Sorbara Construction Corp. 
Larry Witte 

SUPPORTERS
($100 to $499) 
ACEC New York 
Barry & Nancy Anderson 
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Arobone 
Artimus Construction
Joseph Bando 
Bayside Builders 
George & Evelyn Benjamin 
Blakeslee Prestress Inc. 
Gary and Patricia Cadmartori 
George Cakiades 

Daniel Castellano 
Christine DeBarbadillo 
Kenneth Delany 
Luigi DeMaio 
Alfonso DeMatteis Family Fdn. 
Eipel Engineering
Gustav Erlemann 
Edward & Sally Fagan 
Charles Feuerstein 
GA Fleet Associates 
Nick Grecco 
Daniel Grynberg 
Hazen and Sawyer 
Hirani Engineers 
Infilco Degremont 
Kiewit Construction Co.
KRB Machinery 
Herbert Luff 
Peter Macejka 
Macia Inspection
Stephen A. Marchese 
Doris Martin, of Garfunkel Wild P.C.
Prof. Christian Meyer 
Molded Fiber Glass Companies 
Montgomery-Watson 
Malcolm Pirnie 
National Insurance
Nautilus Plus Consulting
NTAC Committee 
Jerry Parnes 
Perry Burton Associates 
Frank Sanpei 
Schaeffer & Sam 
Anthony Schirripa
Selnick-Harwood
Beverely Stinson 
Thompson Materials 
Waldners 
Zapken & Loeb LLP
Paul Zoltanetzky 

OTHERS (up to $99) 
Mary Anderson 
Rachel Anderson 
Bohdan Bodniewicz 
John & Jean Clements 
Dorothy Frohlich 
Donald Gallo 
Bruce & Lynn Jester 
Kenneth Krautheim 
Joseph Mazzarella 
Robert Pape 
Vincent Rubino 
Richard Speciale 
William Tuccillo 

IN HONOR OF… 
This list includes contributions
in honor of  these colleagues
and friends: 
 Anthony Ameruso 
 Jim Anderson 
 Ann Attanasio 
 Lou Boldt 
 C.E. Boss 
 Sing Chu 
 Joseph DePaola 
 Gus Erlemann 
 Joseph D. Goldreich
 Vivian Goldreich 
 Walter Goldstein 
 Clifford Gordon 
 Dorothy Halpin 
 Jim Halpin
 Richard Harding 
 Raymond Heun 
 J. Karl Justin 
 Michael Katulis 
 Doc Long 
 Bryant Mather 
 Innis O’Rourke 
 Frank Principe 
 Lee Principe 
 William Sypher 
 Jack Weber
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Humanitarian Fellow Award

President & CEO, Sciame Construction, LLC

Joseph Mizzi

Joseph Mizzi, the 2016 Concrete Industry Foundation’s Hu-
manitarian Fellow Medal recipient, began his career in the New York 
City construction industry more than 25 years ago. In 1995, he joined 
Sciame Construction where he has been responsible for overseeing 
the completion of numerous important and award-winning projects. 
In 2006, he was promoted to president of the firm, and his responsi-
bilities today include overseeing its day-to-day operations as chief 
operating officer.

In 2012, Joseph co-founded the non-profit 14+ Foundation, 
which develops, builds and operates primary schools in underserved 
rural African communities. His first school—Chipakata Children’s Academy—opened in Zambia in early 
2015 and serves more than 200 primary school students. Construction is currently under way for his latest, 
Mwabwindo School, designed by Selldorf Architects and which will open for classes in 2018. 

This new school will more than double the number of students served by 14+ Foundation, each of 
whom receive a fully cost-free education, inclusive of books and uniforms. Additionally, the non-profit 
provides paid construction skills training for community members during construction of its schools, mi-
cro-financing agricultural programs in support of its local women’s empowerment group, as well as other 
important programs and initiatives.  

Joseph is a vice-chair of the board of directors of the New York Building Congress, treasurer of the 
board of directors of the Architectural League of New York, and a member of the board of directors of the 
Boy Scouts of America, Greater New York Councils. He is also treasurer and vice-chair of the Salvadori 
Center, secretary of the board of trustees of the Bronx Museum of the Arts, and treasurer of the board of 
friends of + Pool.  He also serves on the board of BHQFU, a free arts school based in New York City. 

In addition, he is a member of Young Presidents Organization’s (YPO) Metro New York Chapter and 
has served on advisory boards to New York University’s Master of Science in Construction Management 
Program, Pratt Institute’s Construction Management Program and Clemson University’s Construction Sci-
ence and Management Program. 

Joseph holds degrees in construction management from Pratt Institute and in architectural design 
from Clemson University. He was recently guest of honor at New York Building Congress’ 2016 Leader-
ship Luncheon and was previously a recipient of the NYC Subcontractors Trade Association Builder of the 
Year award, the Construction Industry Boy Scouts Greater NYC Council’s “Good Scout” award, the Israel 
Bonds “Builder of Israel” award, and Pratt Institute’s Alumni Achievement Award.
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James Anderson Distinguished Service Award

President, Ruttura & Sons Construction Co., Inc.

Tommy Ruttura

The Concrete Industry Foundation recognizes the longtime indus-
try efforts of D.Thomas (Tommy) Ruttura by presenting him with its 
James Anderson Distinguished Service Award.

Tommy, who is president of Ruttura & Sons Construction Co. 
Inc., Babylon, New York, was born in 1948 in Freeport, Long Island. 
He began his apprenticeship in the concrete industry as a small boy of 
two, tagging along with his grandfather. Later, Tommy’s father taught 
him to read blueprints. By that time, Tommy was five.

While other boys his age were playing football and baseball, 
Tommy was learning the skills of the various trades people who com-
prise the industry we call “Concrete Construction.”As a boy of 12, he 

was already an accomplished cement mason and foundation form setter.
He graduated from high school in 1966 and served his country in the US Navy from 1967 to 1971. He 

then entered the US Naval Reserve in 1971 and completed his reserve obligation in 1983.
It was in 1971—fresh from active duty—that Tommy returned to the family business, where he began 

to educate himself on the latest technical advancements in the concrete industry.
Today, he is often called upon as an expert witness in the concrete industry. His firm, Ruttura & Sons 

Construction Co., Inc., is recognized nationally and is one of the largest concrete contractors in New York 
City and Long Island.

Active in the affairs of the industry he loves, Tommy served as a trustee to Local 66’s Fringe Benefit 
Funds for several years and is a past president of the Long Island Concrete Contractors Association, Inc. He 
has been a longtime member of the American Concrete Institute and is a voting member of ACI Committees 
302 and 306. In 2008, he was honored by his peers when he received the Roger H. Corbetta ACI Award.

He is the current treasurer of the Concrete Industry Board, Inc., and also serves on the Schwing Ameri-
ca Advisory Board.

His firm has had many “Firsts: The First to use laser screen in New York City…The First to use a laser 
guided bulldozer. The First to use a European Forming system. The First to use GPS for machine controls.

Like a true leader, Tommy enjoys giving back to the community. He and his wife, Audrey, are members 
of the President’s Circle at the University of Notre Dame, and they sponsor student athletics with scholar-
ships.
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Lifetime Achievement Award

Chairman and Director of The NYC Cement League

John Brunetti

John Brunetti (“Jack”) graduated from Clemson Univer-
sity in 1946 with a degree in Engineering. He was commis-
sioned into the United States Navy and served his country. 
After being honorably discharged with the rank of lieutenant, 
he began a long and distinguished career in the New York 
City construction industry.                                                                     

I called him ‘Sir.’  
There are few left of his generation who can talk with 

authority of the great New York City concrete construction 
industry. There are fewer still who could talk about that 
industry over the past 75 years. Al Gerosa was one. Jack 
Brunetti was another.

Yes, Jack was there, from the early, early days when you 
could not say “school construction” without saying “Caristo 
Construction Company.”

Jack was there and when that phase of construction 
morphed into something different for the industry… Jack 
was there as well. When Al Gerosa moved into the Cement 
League, Jack was there...and when Al passed and the chair 
was empty, Jack was there.

Jack served as president of Caristo Construction Com-
pany and later in his career was a Director of The Cement 
League. He then succeeded Alfred Gerosa as Cement League 
president. Jack died on March 14 of this year, survived by 
his wife Carolyn, and their children: Valerie, Jacqueline, 
James and John Jr.

I called him ‘Sir’ because he earned it.  
Contractor, Investor, Negotiator, Administrator—Jack 

was all of these and more. Everyone knew that if asked… a 
call would be made... a lunch would be had, a back would 
be slapped—and help was on the way.

Jack was also survived by his three sisters, Louise, Rita, 
and Constance, and he was the proud grandfather of Jonathan, 
Kristin, Melanie, Ryan, and Blair.

I called him ‘Sir’ because he deserved it.
There was always the smile. The grand welcome. The 

open hand. But there was also the serious side. The experi-
enced side. The 2 plus 2 equals 4 side. And woe to the creature 

who would try to make it 5 or 3-1/2. If you knew Jack, you 
knew the smile could disappear in a flash.  Jack never suffered 
fools easily. Kind and generous when called on...strong and 
fierce when challenged. It was your choice.

I called him ‘Sir’ because he was my senior.
Among Jack’s many accomplishments, he was a trustee 

of St. Joseph’s College, a trustee of the New York College of 
Podiatry, a knight of Malta, president of the Emerald Soci-
ety, and the recipient of the John T. Manning Humanitarian 
Award and the Catholic Youth Organization (CYO) Man of 
the Year.

All of us who labor and profit in this New York Concrete 
Industry have seen tough times. And in those down times it 
was always calming to be able to seek Jack’s counsel. Never 
was his support withheld. Always positive. Always forward 
looking. Always lighting a path.

In 2010. he received the Concrete Industry Foundation’s 
James Anderson Distinguished Service Award.

I called him ‘Sir’ because he was my Knight Protector.
In our tradition, the servant of the Lord is born and lives 

a good life, fights the good fight, cares for and nourishes 
those around him and in the end is rewarded as a hero for 
his time.

In January of this year, CIF officers and directors voted 
to award Jack the Lifetime Achievement Award, the first 
such award made in the CIF’s 23-year history. There were 
“no strings attached.” In appreciation, Jack had volunteered 
his services as a CIF director. That honor, for him and for 
us, was not meant to be.

This is Jack’s time. He is our hero. There surely are 
others and most certainly others will pass, but for this time, 
for this generation, Jack is our hero. 

I called him ‘Sir’ because he was my friend.
May his memory be eternal.
A Mass of Christian Burial took place on Friday, March 

18, at the Regina Pacis Shrine, followed by a private memo-
rial Mass of the Order of Malta at Saint Patrick’s Cathedral 
on June 23.

Editor’s Note: Often a person’s life is told in a series of plateaus: dates and ac-
complishments that serve as stepping stones along an individual’s life journey. Here, 
with the luxury of having the printed word in front of us on an 8-1/2 x 11 page, we 
are able to offer our tribute to John Brunetti, the Concrete Industry Foundation’s first 
Lifetime Achievement Award winner, in a time-honored tradition.

 Sadly, John passed earlier this year. The facts and figures of his life are noted 
in regular type. Tony Limbardo’s sincere and moving eulogy that speaks to John’s 
character is expressed in italics.
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In Memoriam — Jim Halpin

The Concrete Industry Foundation (CIF) lost another of its 
great leaders late last year, when Jim Halpin passed away. At the 
time of his passing, Jim, 95, was CIF chair and immediate past 
CIF president. Honored by his industry peers, Jim was a recipi-
ent of the foundation’s Humanitarian Fellow Medal. Another 
great leader, Joseph D. Goldreich, CIF vice president and CIB 
past president, passed away in January of 2015. 

Present at the creation and a continuing presence in the 
growth of the Concrete Industry Foundation, Jim was consistent-
ly a man of integrity. He was always a stabilizing influence and 
at all times, a gentleman—a man never to suffer fools easily, his 
Irish temper erupting with great vigor on occasion. One could 
always count on Jim to negotiate a solution with his legendary 
phrase: “OK guys. You’re just going to have to do it.”

You might say with accuracy that Jim and the New York 
City concrete construction industry go back a few years. He first served as a Concrete Industry 
Board (CIB) director the year it was founded (1951), representing the New York City ready mix 
concrete industry. He was a contemporary of CIB founder and first president, Roger H. Corbetta.

Jim took on his CIF leadership role with gusto. His goal for the foundation: Perpetuity. His 
ever-present personal challenge for the industry he loved: “Foster a future legacy of young people 
willing to work.”

As a Construction Industry Foundation founding member in 1983, Jim and his fellow indus-
try leader Ed Ryan launched the Halpin-Ryan Open, a golf tournament that was the foundation’s 
first fundraiser.

Brooklyn-born, Jim Halpin’s birth in 1920 brought immediate good luck to the Brooklyn 
Dodgers, who won a pennant that year. His schooling included Our Lady of Victory and St John’s 
Prep. His college years were at Villanova University, where he obtained his Bachelor of Science 
degree in 1942. He immediately joined the war effort as a member of the US Army Air Corps/US 
Air Force. He served three and a half years as a first sergeant in the Air Sea Rescue division. He 
and his late wife, Dorothy, were married for 55 years and had four children: Susan, James, Paul, 
and Kevin. 

His industry life was as full as it was diversified; a distinguished career both in ready mix 
and testing. For 26 years, he was an executive at Transit Mix Concrete Corporation. He subse-
quently became a principal and CEO at Certified Testing Laboratories.

Jim Halpin is best remembered as a man who was always been committed to improving the 
lives of others—a man who believed in the philosophical theory of humanitarianism. Caring and 
compassionate, before himself, he helped many.
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and
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Class of 2016
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CIF’s 2016 Alfred Gerosa Awards

The Concrete Industry Foundation
Annual Report 2016

Concrete Industry Foundation’s scholarships and grants are awarded to students at the graduate, undergraduate, 
technical college, and apprentice levels who are preparing to work as engineers, architects, inspectors, technicians, or 
constructors. Applicants must be US citizens and must also be permanent New York Metropolitan Area residents and 
attending an institution in the New York Metropolitan Area, (defined as being within a 100-mile radius of Manhattan). 
Undergraduate students must have completed their sophomore year and be continuing to study during the next school 
year. Graduate students may be in any year of study and must be continuing to study during the next school year. Ap-
plicants should demonstrate a career goal in engineering, architecture, or construction management and express an 
interest in the concrete-built environment. Students having “hands-on” experience from full or part time, or co-op work 
in design and/or construction, are especially encouraged to be considered. Each applicant is required to furnish the CIF 
selection committee with a one-page application, a one-page resume and an essay.

JOANNA BUENO
$2,000 FRANCIS J. AND LEE J. PRINCIPE SCHOLARSHIP

IN MEMORY OF VIRGINIA ANNE PRINCIPE
Joanna is a senior at New York City College of Technology, studying civil engineering technology and construction 

management. Her expected graduation date is December, when she will receive her Bachelor’s degree, with honors, in 
construction technology. She is in the top 2% of her class, with a GPA of 3.5. “Being a woman in this profession was 
once considered a rarity, but women are much more accepted into this wonderful profession, she says. “Engineering is 
everywhere, and it is constantly changing, which is why I want to become a civil engineer. As a future engineer, I know 
that I will make a significant contribution to improving the world around me and the people who live here.” 

Her professional path was validated this past summer when she was hired as a construction intern by the New York 
State Department of Transportation. She was assigned the Major Deegan Expressway rehabilitation project from 138th 
to 161st streets, and her duties included concrete bridge deck inspection, bridge under deck protective shield installation, 
concrete field-testing, including slump, air and sampling, site inspections to ensure safety standards, reviewing plans, 
creating daily work reports and project record-keeping. 

Looking ahead, Joanna believes that to be truly successful she needs to continue her education in a Master’s pro-
gram with a concentration in structures. “Designing structural members in class has been one of the most exciting things 
I have ever done in my life,” Joanna says. Following completion of her Master’s degree requirements, Joanna hopes to 
gain experience in structural engineering by working for a consulting engineering firm. Her ultimate professional goal: 
to obtain her professional engineering license.

SARAH CHAMBERLAIN
$2,000 ALFRED GEROSA SCHOLARSHIP

     Sarah, a civil engineering student at Stevens Institute of Technology, expects to receive both her Bachelor’s and 
Master’s degrees in civil engineering in May 2017. This Hoboken, NJ, resident carries a GPA of 3.86, is on the Dean’s 
List, is an Edwin A. Stevens Scholarship recipient and has been cited as a Certified Emerging Leader by the American 
Society of Civil Engineers.

     Her work experience is impressive. For a year, beginning in May 2013, Sarah served as a research assistant at 
Stevens Institute, collecting and analyzing data regarding Superstorm Sandy’s effects on New Jersey’s beaches. She later 
worked for Tishman Construction Corporation of New Jersey as part of a construction management co-op. From January 
through August last year, she was part of a structural engineering co-op with New York City-based HDR Engineering. 

Sarah says that studying civil engineering “has changed everyday life for me as each building I pass, bridge I cross 
or road I travel on raises a multitude of questions as to why and how the structure was created. I hope to continue learn-
ing as much as I can through my studies and work experiences and one day be able to teach these subjects that I have 
found so fascinating. “Whether my career takes me towards design or construction management, or even a mixture of 
both, I will work hard to succeed,” she says.

FELIPE DEMELO
$2,000 ANTONIO S. LIMBARDO SCHOLARSHIP

Felipe is pursuing a Bachelor of Science program in civil engineering—with a minor in mathematics—at Manhat-
tan College. He expects to obtain his degree next May. This native of Brazil moved to the United States with his mother 
when Felipe was 10. He maintains a cumulative GPA of 3.46, is on the Dean’s List and is a member of Chi Epsilon, the 
civil engineering honor society.

He also is a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers and, as one of his goals, looks forward to obtain-
ing a LEED AP credential in building design and construction. Since September 2015, Felipe has been employed as an 

intern—a civil engineer research assistant—working 
alongside a Manhattan College graduate student who 
is conducting research in the field of civil engineer-
ing. Their task is to create self-healing concrete while 
taking an analysis of the restoration process.

Of his chosen field he writes, “An aspect of 
civil engineering that I learned over the past few 
years is that civil engineering is vastly team-oriented. 
Throughout my college years, I grew to trust others 
and work with them to fulfill many tasks. With one 
year left in college, I will strive to continue to work 
hard and immerse myself in college activities in order 
to complete my goal of becoming a civil engineer.”

CIF SCHOLARSHIP SELECTION RULES

JOANNA BUENO

SARAH 
CHAMBERLAIN

FELIPE

DEMELO
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Continued on next page

2016
Scholars 

NATHANIEL EVELKIN
$2,000 JAMES E. HALPIN SCHOLARSHIP

Nathaniel, a Brooklyn resident, is a student at the NYU Tandon School of Engineering where he expects to 
receive both a Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering and a Master’s of Science in mechanical engineer-
ing—with a construction management minor—in December 2017. He holds a cumulative GPA of 3.9, is part of the 
school’s Honors Program and has been on the Dean’s List consistently. He earned practical experience as an intern 
with the New York City Department of Transportation in the summer of 2015.

Nathaniel says his interests have always been in the construction field. As a youngster, he worked at his father’s 
elevator company, which gave him an idea of what construction was all about. “Working with my father was an 
enjoyable experience because it allowed me to understand how to work with contractors and clients. But after tak-
ing structural design courses, I understood that I would enjoy structural engineering as a career equally as much as 
a career in construction,” he says.

Nathaniel’s favorite course in pursuit of his engineering degree is the curriculum’s Structural Design Project. As 
a part of a four-student group, Nathaniel and his team designed a 15-story residential reinforced concrete structure. 
The students were given the floor plates’ initial dimensions, as well as the structure’s gravity and lateral systems, 
and were tasked with designing the structural components.

He expects to design a concrete structure “from scratch” for his senior design capstone project. This achieve-
ment, he says, will serve as a stepping stone into his structural engineering career.

JENNY HSIAO
$2,000 LEE J. PRINCIPE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

Jenny Hsiao expects to graduate from the Irwin S. Chanin School of Architecture at Cooper Union 
next May with a Bachelor’s degree in architecture. In her scholarship essay Jenny wrote, “For me, architecture 
begins with the idea of home: a steadfast and nurturing place that provides a foundation for its inhabitants to experi-
ence and grow.” Jenny says she is “a child of immigrants,” having always lived in many worlds, from her mother’s 
rural China to her father’s Taipei metropolis and “America outside my doorstep.” She currently lives in Brooklyn.

She believes that every step in her educational process has been a meaningful learning experience. She gradu-
ated from New York City’s Stuyvesant High School in 2008, then attended Wesleyan University in Middletown, 
CT, as a Bachelor’s of Architecture candidate from 2008 to 2011, and now, Cooper Union.

Her studies at Stuyvesant High School “were rigorous in technical subjects,” she says, “and my liberal arts 
education at Wesleyan was a practice in critical thinking about social issues and the arts and humanities. These ideas 
were tested at Cooper Union through design and of what concepts meant, physically and metaphysically.”

By studying structural principles, pouring concrete and visiting construction sites, she says she has gained 
a visceral understanding of how something holds up, how something collapses, how connections are made, how 
relationships are formed. For two summers, she was employed as a model maker at Shigeru Ban Architects, New 
York City, where she learned how a firm’s philosophy pervades its designs.

Her personal goals in architecture “are about creating” this space of integrity and flexibility that can be the 
foundation for a more open, complex, and vibrant society.”

ERIC IVERSEN
$2,000 GUSTAV ERLEMANN SCHOLARSHIP

Eric, who earned his Bachelor’s degree in finance in 2003, expects to receive his Bachelor’s de-
gree in architecture from the City College of New York next May.

As a young man, Eric says he was determined to move to New York City from his native state of 
California. He first received his degree in finance at California Polytechnic State University in 2003. 
Then he moved to New York City and started working at an investment bank. That didn’t last long.  
“Although I thoroughly enjoyed getting a finance degree, I soon realized that selling stocks to clients 
was not going to satisfy my internal goals. So I left and started developing and renovating residential 
real estate. Eventually, I realized I needed more.” 

Therefore, at 33, Eric decided to go back to school to earn a degree in architecture. He says it was 
a difficult and scary decision, full of potential pitfalls. “I knew it wasn’t going to be an easy path, but 
I’ve just completed my first semester of my fourth year with one and a half semesters left.”

Along the way, Eric worked on a book on architecture with George Ranalli, former dean of the 
CCNY School of Architecture. Most recently, Eric has been employed by Gwathmey Siegel Kaufman 
Architects, where he is developing construction documents for a 70,000-square-foot mixed-use build-
ing in Flushing, Queens.

In his future, Eric sees himself involved in residential design and construction; specifically “pas-
sivhaus homes,” a term that references a rigorous standard for energy efficiency, reducing the home’s 
ecological footprint by minimizing energy requirements for heating and cooling.  “For me, under-
standing concrete, such as its thermal mass characteristics, will be an integral part of my designs and 
my determination will help me achieve this goal, “Eric says.

NATHANIEL 
EVELKIN

JENNY HSIAO

ERIC IVERSEN
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2016
Scholars 

RICHARD J. KOLODZIEJ
$2,000 DOMINICK & JOSEPHINE DESIMONE SCHOLARSHIP

Richard, a New Jersey resident and a student at New Jersey Institute of Technology (NJIT), looks forward to gradu-
ation this December with a Bachelor of Science degree in civil engineering. In his scholarship essay, Richard wrote 
that he has a passion for building and design. “Being around a family that has always been involved in the construction 
industry has helped guide me to where I am today.”

A reinforced concrete course at NJIT kindled his interest in concrete design and construction. Then field experi-
ence working on a construction site for PCL Construction in East Rutherford, NJ, helped him draw a parallel to the 
classroom material. “I was able to visualize the entire process, from start to finish, and make connections within my 
studies in designing concrete columns, floor slabs, foundations and shear walls.” He says that his interests in concrete 
design “have been increasing ever since, and I am considering advancing my studies within the concrete industry and 
making a career out of it.”

He is looking for a job with a consulting engineering firm that not only designs certain projects but also manages 
them; “One that will expand my knowledge in engineering and that will challenge me to work harder. Being able to take 
a design or project from the drawing board and actually witness the construction aspect of the work has always been one 
of my goals,” Richard says. Working hard, being determined and putting the passion he has into his career “will help 
me achieve another one of my goals, to grow within a company.”

ANTHONY PENSIERO
$2,000 CONCRETE INDUSTRY BOARD SCHOLARSHIP

Anthony, a student at Columbia University’s School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, has a civil engineering 
major, and his minor is in biomedical engineering. He expects to graduate with a Bachelor of Science in civil engineer-
ing next May.

At Columbia, Anthony has been a research student. One of his assignments is a proposal to extend the air train from 
the Long Island Railroad terminal in Jamaica, Queens, to La Guardia Airport, thereby creating the long-awaited link to 
JFK. Atypical of most students pursuing degrees in civil engineering, for two years prior to beginning his engineering 
studies, Anthony was a student at Columbia University Medical Center.

He is president of the university’s American Society of Civil Engineers’ chapter, and he has managed workshops 
and career fairs and has coordinated engineering site visits to link undergraduate and graduate engineering students with 
practicing professional engineers. This past summer, Anthony worked at WSP Parsons Brinckerhoff, where his goal was 
to learn different types of software design techniques that “go beyond simply what is written in my job description.”

He writes that the epiphany in his decision to become a consulting engineer came while he first pursued a career 
in medicine and took a class on “The Art of Structural Design.” Here, Anthony says, he “learned that civil engineers 
are the unsung heroes of the urbanized world. We design the infrastructure that allows society to function.” This course 
made him realize that he “could improve society by being a civil engineer and have a career that I love.”

PAKMAN WONG
$2,000 ABRAHAM GUTMAN SCHOLARSHIP

Pakman, who already holds a Bachelor’s degree in civil engineering degree from the City College of New 
York, awarded in 2012, looks forward to receiving his Master’s in engineering from CCNY in May 2017. 

As a youth, Pakman grew up on the 24th floor of a 25-story reinforced concrete building standing atop 
a hill in the Kwai Shing neighborhood of Hong Kong. Built in the 1970s, the structure withstands tens of 
typhoons annually, “like a steadfast soldier,” he reports. “It is among many thousands of other high- rise rein-
forced concrete residential structures that keep the country’s seven million citizens safe and comfortable.”

Today, with the benefit of several years of engineering studies, he understands that the large in-plane 
flexural and torsional rigidity and the concrete’s weight all contributed to the stability of his childhood 
high-rise home.

Since February 2014, Pakman has been an assistant civil engineer for New York City Transits MTA. 
His duties are to provide assistance to the principal engineer of outside projects in determining impacts of 
different privately owned construction-related projects to New York City subway structures. Prior to that, 
he was a civil engineering intern for the New York City Department of Environmental Protection. He says 
his on-the-job training with the transit authority “gives me opportunities to examine and provide recom-
mendations to proposed design and construction procedures for new and existing buildings. In meetings and 
interaction with applicants: engineers, architects, contractors and developers. I have acquired skills in the 
subjects not usually taught in school—such as professional communication and stress management.”

The CIF scholarship is “another reason to be grateful for being a civil engineer,” he says. “It will help 
me reach my aspiration of becoming a well-rounded professional engineer.”

OTHER SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS 
$2,500 Grant — The Concrete Industry Foundation is awarding a $2,500 grant to the Urban Assembly.
$2,000 Cement League Scholarship in Memory of Ray Heun — The Concrete Industry Foundation 
congratulates Adrianna H. Tiberi, recipient of the 2016 Cement League Scholarship. Adriana attends 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York.

Continued from
previous page
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Congratulations to Joseph Mizzi, Tommy Ruttura,
posthumously to John Brunetti — and to the 2016 Scholarship Recipients
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In Memoriam — Ira Levy

The industry lost another leader this past June when Ira A. 
Levy, AECOM executive vice president, passed away. He was 68. He 
was a licensed professional engineer in both New York and Massa-
chusetts, with a career defined by the strategic execution of diverse 
projects that had a strong emphasis on public interface, environmen-
tal considerations and alternate delivery methods.

Ira was a key partner in AECOM’s transition to an integrated 
service company. He held numerous operational positions in the com-
pany and was crucial to AECOM developing a New England busi-
ness and growing its Metropolitan New York practice. 

He was an instrumental leader in AECOM, winning and de-
livering landmark projects such as The New York City Transit 
Authority’s Second Avenue Subway; Port Authority of New York and 
New Jersey’s World Trade Center Transportation Hub; Riyadh Metro 

Project in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia; “Tren Urbano,” San Juan, Puerto Rico’s first public transit system; 
and Boston’s Central Artery-Tunnel I-90/I-93 Interchange.

Ira’s leadership was recognized by many. He received numerous awards including the Concrete 
Industry Board’s Leader of Industry Award (2015) and The Concrete Industry Foundation’s James An-
derson Distinguished Service Award (2014). He also was honored with the Boy Scouts of America’s 
Construction and Transportation “Good Scout” award and AECOM’s Pinnacle Team award for his 
leadership on the Second Avenue Subway project. 

Most recently, Ira was nominated for membership in the National Academy of Construction. 
Among almost 1,000 candidates nominated, Ira was in the top 30, a feat he was most proud of. 

Said Carmine Attanasio, CIF president,”Ira had a special place in his busy and productive life for 
our foundation. He was steadfast in his belief of developing and nurturing an organization dedicated to 
the education of our future industry leaders.” 
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Research & Development Project

The Concrete Industry Foundation
Annual Report 2016

Slender Structural Concrete Columns
Purdue University School of Engineering

Our 2015 Annual Report contained an 
update on the Concrete Industry Foundation’s 
graduate research program, whose focus is on the 
behavior of non-sway, slender concrete columns. 
Launched in 2013, this research—under partial 
Concrete Industry Foundation sponsorship—was 
being conducted at Purdue University by Dr. 
Robert Frosch, PhD, PE., FACI, associate dean 
of engineering at Purdue. He is also a fellow of 
the American Concrete Institute (ACI), a past 
member of the ACI Board of Directors and serves 
on the ACI 318 Structural Building Code Com-
mittee. The update was co-authored by Dr. Frosch 
and by Ryan Jenkins, who at that time was a 
graduate research assistant at Purdue

Here is the background regarding the need 
for such a study: The current American Concrete 
Institute Building Code provisions on slender 
column design have been questioned by practic-
ing structural engineers in New York City and 
elsewhere as being overly conservative.

Frosch initiated the discussion by explain-
ing this topic in the form of a proposed research 
program to the Charles Pankow Foundation. 
The structural engineering community added 
weight to this proposal, pointing out that this ACI 
requirement adversely affects design by requiring   
excessively large columns that adversely affect a 
commercial office building’s rentable floor area. 
Leave the requirements as is and their provisions 
would put reinforced concrete at a disadvantage.

The Concrete Industry Foundation, commit-
ted to involvement in the New York City concrete 

design and construction industry in this arena, 
sees that this market, with the largest concentra-
tion of tall buildings in the nation, is directly and 
adversely affected by this code requirement. 

Funding sources for this program were:
 Purdue University ......................................................... $70,000

 ACI Foundation (Concrete Research Council) ................. $10,000

 Prestressed/Precast Concrete Institute .......................... $10,000

 Concrete Reinforcing Steel Institute (CRSI) Foundation . $10,000

 Concrete Industry Foundation of NY .............................. $10,000

  For consecutive years, the CIF supported 
this research with $10,000 apportioned over two 
years. Foundation dollars were leveraged at an 
11-to-1 ratio. CIF’s officers and directors view 
this as an outstanding opportunity to get involved 
in meaningful concrete research in partnership 
with other major foundations.

Comments CIF President Carmine At-
tanasio, “Let’s help enhance the position of our 
industry in the code arena through more competi-
tive design and construction practices.”

This past March, Frosch offered an edu-
cational luncheon seminar on “Improving the 
Design of Slender Concrete Columns” at the 
New York Athletic Club. This seminar focused 
on the research conducted at Purdue and which 
was partially supported by the Concrete Industry 
Foundation.  

With the greater availability and affordabil-
ity of high-strength concrete, designers have been 
able to reduce concrete column cross-sections, 
leading to in an increase in the prevalence of slen-
der columns in building construction.
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In spite of this trend, provisions for the de-
sign of slender columns have not changed signifi-
cantly since the provisions were first introduced in 
1971, Frosch reported. Improved understanding of 
as well as improved design provisions for slender, 
concrete columns can allow for extended use while 
maintaining safety.

The objective of this research was to bet-
ter understand the behavior and limits of slender, 
concrete columns and, from the results, develop 
improved design procedures for incorporation into 
building codes.

The research program consisted of experi-
mental testing coupled with computational mod-
eling. Frosch noted that the experimental testing 
was designed to expand the boundaries of practical 
column design while maintaining realistic service 
conditions. The results of the experimental tests 
were used to evaluate and calibrate a computation-
al model. Based on the experimental and compu-
tation results, improved design expressions were 
developed for incorporation by the ACI Building 
Code.  

The experimental and computational results 
provide a high level of confidence in the design 
recommendations developed in this research pro-
gram for the short-term effects of nonprestressed 
and prestressed columns, Frosch said.

Simplified design expressions were devel-
oped that provide excellent correlation with test 
results. Tests results on long-term effects, however, 
is more limited. While preliminary design recom-
mendations were developed for long-term effects, 
these are based, in general, on measured response, 
rather than theoretical behavior.

While there was an attempt to develop a more 
theoretical approach for the modeling 
of long-term behavior in this research, 
the modeling was limited by the test 
results available. Therefore, further 
research is needed to fully investigate 
the effect of sustained load on the 
behavior of slender columns, Frosch 
said.

“With increased confidence in 
the computational modeling of col-
umns under sustained load, more reli-
able and accurate design recommen-
dations can be developed to describe 
the complete behavior of slender 
concrete columns,” he concluded.
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The Concrete Industry Foundation’s

The Concrete Industry Foundation’s Lee Principe Intern Program 
is named after the late Lee J. Principe who initiated the program, 
providing funds from his own pocket to “encourage young men and 
women eager to enter our industry,” as Principe put it.

Placing it in today’s terms, CIF president Carmine Attanasio of 
Keystone Cement Company said, “Internships provide knowledge and 
opportunities for the future giants of our industry.”

Attanasio stated that the CIF, in conjunction with the Concrete 
Industry Board, is “pursuing a joint program to be launched next year. 
It will accept five interns from the eight colleges and universities who 
receive CIF scholarships.”

These institutions are City College of New York, Columbia Uni-
versity, Cooper Union, Manhattan College, New Jersey Institute of Technology, New York City 
Technical College, New York University Polytechnic, and Stevens Institute of Technology.

At its core, the CIF Intern Program is a service for students and graduates that takes ad-
vantage of the CIF network to obtain exposure for these talented young men and women. It 
follows a four-step process: Review, Hire, Promotion within the firm, and Continuing Educa-
tion. Its ultimate goal is to help young persons achieve a professional engineer’s license—an 
ideal model of the student referral program.

In the beginning, the program was conceptualized out of a professional need to expand 
the engineering staff at Engineered Devices Corporation (EDC), one of the leading firms in 
the metro area’s concrete design and construction industry. EDC asked professors associated 
with referring students for the CIF scholarship program for recommendations on those they 
believed to be the best and brightest. The response was strong, leading the CIF board to es-
tablish a formal program.

In successive years, other leading firms and organizations with allied interests merged their 
already in-place internship programs with the CIF’s goals and objectives. Joining forces with 
EDC were The Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, DeSimone Consulting Engineers, 
and Future Tech Consultants.

DeSimone Consulting Engineers’ Vincent J. DeSimone has long supported an engineering 
intern program. “It is just good business,” he says. “It is very difficult these days to get good 
engineers. This is not a selfless act on our part. Ultimately, we will get one or two of these 
interns who will come back to join us after they get their degree.

“After all, from their viewpoint, they know who the top guys are in the firm who have 
worked with them while they were interns. The end result is that we end up with really top-

LEE J.
PRINCIPE
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Lee J. Principe Internship Program

notch producers. It works both 
ways. It gives these young 
interns an opportunity for an 
office experience and it gives 
us the opportunity to see if an 
individual’s future and poten-
tial is with our firm.”

Stephen S. Marchese, P.E., 
is a founding partner and presi-
dent of Future Tech Consultants 
(FTC) of New York, Inc., an 
engineering consulting firm 
that provides the construction 
industry with progress inspec-
tions, special inspections, and 
materials testing. FTC’s Intern-
ship Program “encourages a 
college youngster who wants to 
come and work a little bit—to 
get his or her feet wet in our 
field of expertise—to do so,” 
Marchese says. “Our philosophy is to bring them in, let them see what the engineering profession is 
like and, if they like it, encourage and nurture their interest. It is all part of Lee Principe’s dream.”

In summary, CIF president Attanasio has a message for other industry members: “Please open 
your doors for these exceptional students.” 

Where are they now? In this photo from the Concrete Industry 
Foundation’s 2014 Annual Report, Engineering Devices  Corporation’s 
(EDC) chief engineer, Rick Puswald (center), is working with Cesar 
Guiza, left, and Michael Barrientos, right. The two had joined EDC in 
2012 as student interns under the Lee J. Principe Internship Program. 
In 2014, they became full time salaried EDC employees. Today, they 
are senior members of EDC’s staff. Reports EDC’s Tony Limbardo, 
“Michael is registered to take his PE exam. Caesar is not far behind.” 
EDC has two new engineers-in-training (e.i.t.) this year, while another 
e.i.t. candidate left EDC earlier this year after being accepted into 
Columbia University’s post-graduate engineering program.
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Congratulations to Mr. Tommy Ruttura
on receiving this distinguished honor!

From Michael Kaspar and your friends
at Allied Building Products
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The Concrete Industry Board will recognize quality concrete 
construction on Nov. 9 at the Marina del Rey in The Bronx when 
it presents the 55th Annual Roger H. Corbetta Awards for Quality. 
This program is named in honor of Roger Corbetta, a founder of the 
Concrete Industry Board and its first president, from 1951 to 1956. 
He was one of the nation’s leading contracting figures.

For more information on the event or about advertising in the 
awards journal, contact the CIB at (718) 459-4900 or by email at 
cibnyc@ earthlink.net. The reservations deadline for advertising is 
Sept. 30.

CIB to honor the best in concrete construction 
on Nov. 9; Ad reservation deadline is Sept. 30
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The Concrete Industry Foundation Inc. 
c /o Carmine F. Attanasio
25 Saxon Way 
Skillman, NJ 08558
917-287-2504

The Concrete Industry Foundation welcomes donations at all
times of the year. Please consider the following options:

✔ Make a one-time gift
✔ Set up a recurring gift
✔ Make a new pledge
✔ Include the Foundation in your estate planning through
 a planned giving program

Contributions to the Concrete Industry Foundation can be made in any amount. 
They are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law. 

Name _______________________________
Company  ____________________________
Address  _____________________________
___________________________________  
Telephone  ______________________________
Fax ________________________________
E-mail _______________________________

My contribution is: 
❐ In honor of  _________________________
❐  In memory of  ________________________

(If you wish your contribution to be acknowledged to others,
please provide name and address with your check)

Make contribution payable to the Concrete Industry
Foundation, Inc.,  and send to the address below.

“Invest in Education for the
Concrete-Built Environment”
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Our Congratulations and Best Wishes to
Tommy Ruttura

From the
Association of Concrete Contractors of New York, Inc.
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